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One smile for the lessons of yesterday, one smile for the gift that is today, one smile for the wishes and promise of tomorrow.

Dr. Douglas Drewyer Does Not Need Doppler Radar to See Which Way the Wind Blows
I have a crystal ball. Actually, I do. It was a gift from beloved friends, a beautiful crystal in the form
of a baseball, including Orioles in script across the center. Each day I stare into my crystal ball. Each day, the same
result. Nothing. Nada. Zippo. I can’t see sh*t in that thing. Yet, when I sit back just a bit, I’m able to take in the
incredible array of light and its myriad reflections as it pounds down onto, into, through and off the facets of glass
in a resounding spectrum of effect. A true and splendorous phantasmagoria, much as life itself looks to me when
I sit back far enough to take it all in. Each day I offer my humble shortcoming, I have no Nostradamus–like ability
to predict what’s coming around the bend (any more than he did, incidentally).
And so it goes, my role as tour guide and concierge for your journey to and, preferably, open-ended stay in
the land of dental wellness is necessarily governed by the phenomena of the what-is’s? of my clinical discoveries,
not by the when-wills? of some future point in time. I will continue to discover and share with you the evidence
as uncovered. The relative wear of your teeth and restorations, the documented profile of the build-up of bacterial
plaque and the response of your teeth, gums and surrounding bone to that infection. Your comfortable tolerance
and ease of function while eating, smiling, and speaking are important determinants of the types of treatment
services you avail yourself of.
We co-determine your plans for treatment, you and I, based on the priorities of removing infection, pain
and it’s causes, stabilizing and assessing the current status, and ultimately aspiring to the re-creation of the standard
of wellness you aspire to sustain. This is much as we would create a trip tik from AAA, and subsequently determine
your route, your modes of transportation, accommodations, meal plans, activities and length of stay at the
destination. There are of course some caveats, some modifiers to both of these models. Are you walking or flying
First Class? Tent or Presidential Suite? For your dental wellness journey, the modifiers include the time it takes
for treatment, the types of treatment options available, your tolerance of those services, and the costs and
accommodation or usefulness of those options over time. Finally, most emphatically, how much response-ability
are you going to take for your own wellness? Are you boarding the plane, hopping the train, or turning the ignition
or cranking the pedals? The best itinerary is of benefit only when the journey begins.
At the end of the day, the late afternoon sun comes pouring in my west-facing window at my desk, and
there, taunting and tantalizing me is the crystal ball. It is at just that time, the completion of another day of vacation
in the land of dental wellness, that I am re-minded by the fractal waves of light radiating off that globe of the
extraordinary role I embrace as your partner on the journey. I am not the predictor; I simply offer an experienced
prognostication – sort of like the “computer models” of our local broadcast station’s weather watchers, as to
the most likely scenarios waiting in the extended forecast. Unfortunately, however, I can’t give you a percentage
chance of the change of a cracked tooth to a fractured one, or an old and badly worn filling escalating into a larger
defect, or a generalized build-up of plaque and the associated bleeding gums degrading to a destructive form of the
disease. My crystal ball didn’t come equipped with Doppler Radar, any more than AAA can predict a traffic jam
or bridge out before it happens. If you don’t want to experience extreme weather changes, even with a 5 day
advanced forecast, you’d move to San Diego. If you don’t wish to experience the calamity of emergency dental
treatment needs, you seek treatment before treatment seeks you.
Doppler Radar continues on the next page…..
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Doppler Radar with Dr. Douglas continues…
You have likely heard me bemoan our collective loss of common sense and awareness as it shows up as
getting our “traffic and weather on the 8’s”. It used to be that the fortunes of our families and communities relied
on our innate, natural, honed ability to predict the weather. Our crops and harvest depended on it. Therefore our
ability to provide for family and community depended on it. And so it goes with our common sense and sentient
abilities to know ourselves, our very personal weather, so to speak. So often when I inquire of a patient as to how
they be, the response is one of a few: “Fine. I’ve just come from the doctor.” Or “I don’t know, I have an
appointment with my doctor at the end of the week.” Or “I don’t know, I’m waiting on the lab results.” Ouch,
so many are living vicariously through the opinion and documentation of physician’s exams, having lost, perhaps
never even fully developed, a sentient awareness of just exactly how they “be” from the inside out, day in and day
out. This is what is behind the interplay we share at your check up visits. What have you been doing to tend your
“self” (dentally, and otherwise)? What do you notice? (bleeding, for example. Very important!) Only thereafter
may I provide my assessment and see if we are in concert.
However, if you have not been thoroughly response-abled, having neglected to go where your toothbrush
can’t reach, or, in some instances, where your toothbrush can reach and you don’t send it in that direction; then
you cannot possibly offer up a fair assessment of your dental wellness. I remind you to mimic our professional tour,
go where we go, feel your own investigation as if you are a dental professional. Why is it that so many folks are so
very aware of so many of our body parts and spaces and yet pay so little attention to what’s behind the lips? It is
not an off-limits-out-of-bounds-foul territory people! You have not only the rights but the freedom to explore these
heretofore-for-many-of-you unknown lands before the landscape dramatically changes and there is less of it to
explore! And make notes! When is it sensitive? To what? How often? Limiting? All by itself? What makes it
better? What’s going on in your world around you when it’s fine? When it’s not so fine? Leaving the diagnostics
solely up to me is fine, and, I can be so much more accurate with your support! After all, you’re the one living
the sensation!
Whew, that was a number of exclamation points, sorry.
Where was I? Oh yeah, so I’m the tour guide and you own the bus, the plane, the rickshaw, the bicycle built
for two, whatever. You accept the response-ability to know how you are travelin’. I will take on guiding you to be
a more accurate observer, to smell the roses along the way more sensually, to see the sights more vividly. And,
when it comes time to consider the advised treatment, I will do my best to warn you of the potential for potholes
and pit falls of beginning the trip now or later. Keep in mind, however, the shortcomings inherent in the blurredfuture-vision reception of my crystal ball. You have reasons for pursuing your trip-tik (plans for treatment) now
or later. I will guide you in your progress.
Doc’s note: Evidence-based dentistry (EBD) is an approach to oral health care that requires the judicious integration of
systematic assessments of clinically relevant scientific evidence, relating to the patient's oral and medical condition and history,
with the dentist's clinical expertise and the patient's treatment needs and preferences.
ADA Policy Statement on Evidence-based Dentistry. http://www.ada.org/1754.aspx

“Perhaps I’ve lost my wits or
I’ve been a witting accomplice and what I know nowI find myself at wit’s end.
You see, to bear witness to all that truly is
requires that I have my wits about me.
However, that quick reasoning skill
escapes me often at the times I need it most,
leaving a thin veil of disguise for the truth
Camouflaged behind my wit.
As I seek opportunities,
living by my native wits, I am left witless
Wishing not to lessen
the veracity of the what-is
in a fog of witticisms.”
- Nici Repose
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“Better a witty fool than a foolish wit.”
-Shakespeare

Behind a Beautiful Smile May Lurk a Silent Disease
Jean found this article on www.perio.org.

BEHIND A BEAUTIFUL SMILE MAY LURK A SILENT DISEASE
Whether it’s the smoldering smirk of Ian Somerhalder or the infectious grin of Sophia Vergara, when most people think
about a healthy smile, they picture straight, white teeth. Many never stop to consider the health of the gums and bone
supporting those teeth that allow for a beautiful smile.
A recent study from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) shows that nearly one out of every two
American adults aged 30 and over has gum disease, also known as periodontal disease. Periodontal disease is a chronic
inflammatory disease that affects the gum tissue and bone supporting the teeth. The early stages of periodontal disease
are often asymptomatic; many adults may have the disease and not know it.
“Periodontal disease is insidious,” warns Nancy L. Newhouse, DDS, MS, President of the American Academy of
Periodontology (AAP) and a practicing periodontist in Independence, Missouri. “Many people don’t even know they
have a problem until it turns into a severe case. Just because your teeth and gums don’t hurt, doesn’t mean your mouth
is healthy.”
Over time, inflammation as a result of periodontal disease causes the gums and bones surrounding the teeth to recede.
“When you lose teeth or the structures holding your teeth in place, the overall look of your face, mouth and smile will
be impacted,” says Dr. Newhouse.”
What’s more, periodontal disease can affect more than just your smile. Research has indicated that periodontal disease
is associated with other chronic inflammatory diseases, such as diabetes and cardiovascular disease.
Symptoms of periodontal disease include:
- Bleeding gums during brushing
- Red, swollen or tender gums
- Gums that have pulled away from the teeth
- Persistent bad breath
- Pus between the teeth and gums
- Loose or separating teeth
- A change in the way your teeth fit together when you bite
Dr. Newhouse recommends routine brushing and flossing as well as receiving a comprehensive periodontal evaluation,
or CPE, every year. A CPE gauges your periodontal health, diagnoses existing disease, assesses risk for disease, and
determines any treatment, if needed. The CPE can be performed at your regular check-up by a member of the dental team,
including a general dentist, dental hygienist or periodontist.
“By maintaining your periodontal health, you are not only helping to support your overall health, but also ensuring
that your smile lasts a lifetime,” says Dr. Newhouse.
[Source: http://www.perio.org/consumer/silent_disease]
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Dr. Douglas’ Once Upon a Time and Happily Ever After…
It used to be, some time ago, that babies were born. (Oh yeah, I reckon they still are!) Anyhow, babies
were born and soon thereafter, as still apparently happens today, the time presented when a baby sprouted
teeth. This was often discovered painfully for someone (Baby or Mama) and celebrated around the kingdom
(once the pain passed) as a joyous rite of passage. Eventually, as more teeth sprouted, more distance evolved
between Baby and Mama, naturally (for safety’s sake, perhaps). And so, as the story continued to unfold,
even more distance widened in the relationship between Baby and Mama, keenly noticed when the first set
of teeth gave way

to the second set of teeth (this distance became known as adolescence) and the gap

between this special duo only began to close as the last teeth erupted (and, in this day, are often removed)
completing the circle when wisdom (extractions before college while still on Mom’s insurance) reunites the ties
that bind…
It is important to be mindful of our role as parents for the early establishment of wellness practices
when it comes to our children’s teeth. You will often hear me advise you, as parent, grandparent or caretaker
to initiate dental wellness practices from the get-go, and sustain this positive, pleasant awareness of
exploration, sensation, and sustenance throughout the early months and into the early years. We are all born
as oral investigators. Our world is known by our first tastes, our first nourishments. Our first requests are
received and met orally. I remind you that the establishment of oral investigation, examination and
manipulation early on cannot be emphasized enough. If you wait until approximately 18 months, your child
will not recognize your new exploration, will story it as a foreign incursion that has not been part of the
normal routine, and will likely begin a rejection and aversion that can last well into adulthood (thanks a lot
for the sumo wrestling tongues and catapulting lip muscles that kick me out of the ‘hood at the most
inopportune times!).
So, how to begin? At the first sign of the eruption of the first tooth, or the first birthday – whichever
occurs first - schedule an appointment with us. We will examine your baby’s mouth. We will cover all of the
basics with you about hygiene practices, dietary reminders, thumbsucking, Fluoride treatments and things to
look out for along the way.
Already a bit beyond that stage? Please remember a few VERY IMPORTANT TIPS: no bottles at
bedtime/in bed; your baby should be drinking fluoridated water (by 6months, fluoride is so very important
for healthy teeth, and fluoridated water can be just the right source); your baby’s gums need to be cleaned
even where there aren’t yet teeth; new teeth require thorough, timely brushing.

“Everywhere in between
Are most places I’ve seen
Standing at the start or end
Is no place I’ve been.”
- Nici Repose
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When folks are in the service of supporting other folks, what is essential for success?
I say, first and foremost, the offering of listening without prejudice. Next, the provision of skilled
services with the potential to inform advancement along a process towards goals. Finally, a mutual
letting go of the necessity to achieve the goals, while allowing the goals to serve as motivators,
stimulators and guideposts along the way. - Dr. Douglas

THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!
Richelle and Barb for the kind words resulting in the confident referral of our newest patients,
Jenai and Chris. A warm welcome as well to Susan, Kathleen, Melissa and family and Nikhil.
It is a gift we can only ask for if we are providing the most excellent support for your dental wellness.
Keep the kind words comin’! and visit us on Facebook to chime in as well!
Smiles as a satellite for Love!!!!!
Editor’s Note…….
Happy Spring...it is finally spring, right? Although it was a quick winter in terms of time, it was a long winter for me with
the weather! I’m thankful we did not have any real big snow storms (sorry, Therese!) but the cold temperatures seemed
to last forever! I have dreaded the BGE bill every month since December. I am looking forward to the 60 degree days of
spring and the even warmer days of summer!
Thank you for reading our first, and a bit earlier than usual, newsletter of 2013! I hope you enjoyed the articles, the
quotes, and pictures! So far 2013 has been fairly uneventful, no complaints, but an event is coming for me, my husband
and our 2 best friends! We are doing the Warrior Dash in May. What is the Warrior Dash….it is a 5k run on a mud obstacle
course. Now believe me, I am not an outdoorsy lady but when your best friend, who is prepping for a 12 mile mud run,
asks you to do this with him and both your husband and your other best friend immediately say “yes!”, you kind of have
no choice! I am a tiny bit excited and a lot nervous but how bad can it be? I’m looking at it as some grown-up fun in the
mud! We, and recently our best friends, are parents so we don’t get to see each other without kids in tow very often,
so I’m looking forward to stepping out of my “normal” and making some mud memories!
If you haven’t made a New Year’s resolution or want to make another one, may I suggest trying something that is out
of your “normal”! Excitement and anticipation can help you discover new things about yourself! Have a wonderful
spring and summer and hopefully we will be back in the fall with another newsletter!

Deb
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